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Abstract

Player’s actions in a game occur in the process of gameplay experiences in a play space designed by the developer according to

preset gameplay beats. Focusing on beats that induce a first-person shooter (FPS) game’s main gameplay, this paper analyzes the

differences in eye gaze information found in different players during the course of gameplay. For this research goal, the study

divides the beat areas in which play actions appear in association with gameplay beats at a typical FPS game level, repeatedly

conducts tests in accordance with a player’s experience level (novice and expert group), and collects and analyzes eye gaze

information data in three types of beat areas. The analysis result suggests concrete guidelines for game level design for different

beat areas based on an FPS game player’s experience level. This empirical experiment method and result can lessen repetitive

modification work for game level design and consequently be utilized for optimizing the game level to the developer’s intention.

Index Terms: Eye gaze information, FPS game, Gameplay beats, Game level design 

I. INTRODUCTION

Game players have taken various actions intended by a

developer in a game level to experience fun. Gameplay

actions occur through components of game levels and interac-

tion with other players. As they happen in the process of

gameplay during which a player is influenced by game level

design, analysis of a player’s action facilitates inferring infor-

mation on structure of the game level [1-4]. Therefore, to have

a player to experience the game in a specific way, it is neces-

sary to induce them to take a certain applicable action. To do

this, it is required to collect and analyze a player’s concrete

gameplay data [5, 6].

Studies analyzing first-person shooter (FPS) gameplay

actions are mainly for discovering how to utilize massive

game data in order to identify both a player’s action and its

causes [7, 8]. This is because gameplay actions in FPS

games mostly occur through game levels and interaction

with other players and, compared to other genres, facilitates

more intuitive observation [5, 6, 9]. Game developers, there-

fore, set the structure of game levels and arrange experience

elements to reflect their intention so that a player can have a

variety of game experiences in the course of achieving preset

goals for each game level. These experiential elements are

set in the form of gameplay beats (events or quests) that

prompt a player take a certain action [10]. Analysis of player

actions induced by gameplay beats and their causes is causal

inference and draws meaningful results on how to set beats

and help reduce repetitive game level modification work. As

a player in a FPS game level takes an immediate action to

carry out beats in a first-person view, they are required to

obtain information and asses circumstances at every moment.

Therefore, for the aspect of causal analysis on gameplay

actions, there is a need to collect and analyze a player’s eye
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gaze information [11-13]. It is now seen as a new way of

research in order to evaluate and improve complex game

level structures [14-16].

This paper analyzes the differences of eye gaze informa-

tion obtained through the course of gameplay based on a

players’ level of FPS game experience. For this, (1) we iden-

tify beat areas in which play actions associated with game-

play beats are active. (2) Players are divided into two groups

with their experience level through pilot testing. (3) We con-

duct tests repeatedly in order to extract eye gaze information

from three types of beat areas and (4) draw guidelines appli-

cable for the game level design phase based on the resulting

data. This can help enable the design of game level space

and to arrange objects effectively by predicting eye gaze

information obtained from players.

II. EXPERIMENT

A FPS game’s gameplay beats are largely categorized into

three types: Traverse, Using Object, and Be Attacked [8].

Traverse refers to space searching essential for achieving

game level goals, Using Object is a situation a player experi-

ences different objects arranged for the game level, and Be

Attacked is a combat situation that occurs very frequently in

FPS games. The test here aims to identify the differences in

eye gaze information for the three types of gameplay beats

in FPS games based on different player experience levels.

A. Material and Method

The game Counter-Strike: Source, the test material, is one

of that games that popularized the FPS genre and it provides

gameplay levels for various game modes (PVP, PVE) [2]. 

The test was conducted in three steps. 

(1) Determine an area where play actions associated with

gameplay beats are active at the test target game level (de_-

dust2). This is identified through logged data tracking of

player actions using a trigger system provided by Valve's

Source SDK. 

As shown on Fig. 1, the areas with active play actions

associated with each gameplay beat can be classified into

three types of beat areas. When complex play actions occur

during beat area classification, the ones with more logged

data incurred are categorized as the beat area by comparing

the times of the logged data involved. Areas solely with

player’s movement are hard to consider as areas where

actions associated with gameplay beats occur, and are conse-

quently excluded from the count. 

(2) Measure test participants’ gameplay actions remotely

through pilot testing and classify them into two groups

(Novice 5, Expert 5) based on their experience level [14].

(3) Repeatedly conduct play tests on 10 players in three

types of beat areas and collect eye gaze information. Table 1

demonstrates data collecting conditions. A total of 1,500

units of eye gaze information video clips were collected in

each group for 15 days (10 times a day) using a Tobii X2-30

Eye-Tracker [17].

B. Results

1) Traverse

Fig. 2 is eye gaze information drawn while a player expe-

riences the gameplay beat_Traverse. Fig. 2(a) shows that

novice group’s gaze is focused on the screen’s center and on

the cross-hair. Fig. 2(b), on the other hand, shows that expert

group explores both their left and right sides of the overall

play space including the mini map at the top left corner of

the screen. This result of gaze information enables one to

distinguish the features of space search actions for novice

and expert groups in FPS games. 

The novice group’s gaze is concentrated on the tip of the

Fig. 1. Classification of beat areas in game level (de_dust2, Counter-Strike:

Source).

Table 1. Collection condition for eye gaze information data

Condition Content

When Oct 19, 2016–Oct 23, 2016 (Be Attacked)

Apr 17, 2017–Apr 21, 2017 (Using Object)

Jun 26, 2017–Jun 30, 2017 (Traverse)

Where GES Lab at D University

Who 10 University students (Novice 5 and Expert 5) 

Aged 24.6 years (Be Attacked), 23.8 years (Using Object),

and 24.2 years (Traverse)

How Use PC with Eye-Tracker device installed

Test level play (10 times a day, 5 days, repeated play) after

entering pupil information of the subject

Free play without conditions or constraints

Verify correspondence of the collected data separately by

two professionals
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weapon and objects at the center of screen, which means pri-

oritization for getting narrow space information in the direc-

tion intended to move forward. On the contrary, the expert

group looks at the mini map and moves their gaze right and

left frequently, which is to obtain broad space information

considering both the player’s current position and the points

where an enemy is predicted to show up.

2) Using Object

Fig. 3 shows eye gaze information drawn while a player

experiences the gameplay beat_Using Object. Fig. 3(a)

demonstrates that the novice group utilizes objects (e.g., lad-

der, stairs, etc.) around the screen’s center and their move-

ment direction and that their screen gaze are identical. The

novice group frequently keeps their gaze on a surrounding

object or busy background. The path on the entire screen is

very short and they look at the cross-hair most of the time.

Their gaze movement from the current position is also

monotonous around the direction of intended forward move-

ment and it is observed that they merely collect the mini-

mum amount of information. On the other hand, Fig. 3(b)

shows that the expert group moves along the outer wall of

the space in order to avoid being attacked by opponents

while using the same objects as the novice group. The expert

group’s movement direction and gaze direction differ and

they continuously observe geographic features around which

opponents are likely to show up. This means that an expert

player’s actions are for avoiding attack and collecting sur-

rounding information as much as possible to predict what

comes next. In other words, the expert group maintains a

tactical format for the quickest response when opponents

show up.

3) Be Attacked

Fig. 4 is eye gaze information drawn while a player expe-

riences the gameplay beat_Be Attacked. It is classified into

two types of before and after the start of combat.

a) Before start of combat

Before the start of combat, a player has time to perceive

the opponents’ position and surroundings. In terms of pat-

terns of eye gaze information, the novice group is 96% of

Fig. 4 with Type 4 being seen most frequently and taking up

58% of the whole. This type perceives opponents at the cen-

ter and then explores from the center to the surrounding area.

It takes 3 seconds on average to identify all opponents and

the interval between recognizing one opponent and the next

one gradually reduces. The duration for which a player’s

gaze stays on one opponent ranges between 0.39 and 1.35

seconds, which demonstrates a somewhat large deviation,

and the duration for which a player’s gaze stays on the ini-

tially recognized opponent is the longest. 

In expert group, all but Type 3 takes up 84%. The five pat-

terns have similar percentages but Type 4 takes up 24% and

is the most frequent option by first perceiving opponents at

the center and then exploring away from the center. It takes

1.5 seconds on average to identify all opponents and the

interval between recognizing one opponent and the next is

insignificant. The duration for which a player’s gaze stays on

one opponent ranges between 0.22 and 0.45 seconds, which

is a smaller deviation than that of the novice group (Table 2).

b) After start of combat

After the start of combat, a player conducts shooting at

opponents and updating visual perception at the same time.

Fig. 2. Gameplay beat (Traverse) patterns of eye gaze information: (a)

novice and (b) expert.

Fig. 3. Gameplay beat (Using Object) patterns of eye gaze information: (a)

novice and (b) expert.
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Though neither the novice nor expert group exhibits any

change on main gaze patterns, the frequency of each pattern

being displayed varies somewhat. Compared to before com-

bat, the novice group shows a 10% decrease of Type 4 and a

9% increase of Type 2. Type 4 still takes up a higher per-

centage, which suggests most novice players shoot oppo-

nents in the order that they perceived them before the start of

combat. The expert group shows a slight decrease of Types

1, 2, 4, and 5 by 1%–5% and the percentage of Type 6, which

perceives opponents other than at the center area, shows an

11% increase. Though the frequency of each gaze pattern is

marginal, there are cases where players shoot opponents in

an order different from the order perceived before the start

of combat (Table 2).

III. ANALYSIS FOR GAME LEVEL DESIGN

Based on patterns of eye gaze information in the novice

and expert groups, we herein organize guidelines applicable

to game level design for each of the gameplay beats (Tra-

verse, Using Object, Be Attacked). As novice players seek

Table 2. Ratio of pattern of eye gaze information in gameplay beat (Be

Attacked) before and after start of combat

Pattern of eye 

gaze information

Before start of combat 

(%)

After start of combat 

(%)

Novice Expert Novice Expert

Type 1 20 16 19 11

Type 2 14 10 23 9

Type 3 4 - 6 -

Type 4 58 14 48 11

Type 5 - 24 - 21

Type 6 - 20 - 31

Exception type 4 16 4 16

Fig. 4. Gameplay beat (Be Attacked) patterns of eye gaze information.
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accumulating experiences for game level and improving their

level, they are likely to play a game level that is not difficult

or visually complex. As expert players play games based on

their previous game experience, we suggest the guidelines

below on the premise that game level designs that can give

new experiences and keep tension would be appropriate for

them.

A. Traverse

Fig. 5(a) is a design with simplified space use and mini-

mized use of objects at game level for novice players. As

shown on ① of Fig. 5(a), passages curved at a right angle or

buildings with multiple entries should be reduced and pas-

sages should be designed as a straight line in order to make

it easy for novice players to move their gaze. If a building

with multiple entries is used, an outer wall should be set up

in front of the entries so that the time point when opponents

show up can be adjusted and they cannot appear at the same

time. 

The image ② of Fig. 5(a) is to facilitate novice players’ in

collecting gaze information with wider space secured by

removing walls that divide space within a building. It is also

desirable to remove objects that may hinder novice players’

sight as shown on ③ of Fig. 5(a). Fig. 6 is the visualization

realized through directly applying these guidelines to the

actual game level.

Fig. 5(b) is a complicated design for expert players. The

image ① of Fig. 5(b) is to confuse expert players’ moving

gaze with a design that makes it hard for them to collect

gaze information with abruptly appearing opponents. As

shown on ② of Fig. 5(b), the walls that divide space within

the building should be designed in various forms or oppo-

nents’ moving distance should be considered so that oppo-

nents can show up at the same time. The image ③ of Fig.

5(b) arranges additional objects so that opponents can show

up from an unexpected point. Instead of making objects all

of uniform height or arranging them collinearly, the objects

should be designed with different height so that expert play-

ers can have higher visual complexity and a new aesthetic

experience as well. Fig. 7 is the visualization realized through

directly applying these guidelines to the actual game level.

B. Using Object

Fig. 8(a) is a design with minimized objects arranged so

that novice players are not attacked by opponents while

experiencing beat area, Using Object. Objects with different

heights such as stairs require novice players to obtain a lot of

visual information. Thus, unexpected opponents showing up

in this situation may discourage novice players from playing

the game. The image ① of Fig. 8(a) minimizes objects or

structures such as walls within a building with which oppo-

nents can hide. In this process, however, the structure of

Fig. 5. Game level design for beat area (Traverse): (a) novice and (b)

expert.

Fig. 6. Re-designed game level for novice player in Traverse.

Fig. 7. Re-designed game level for expert player in Traverse.
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stairs should be simplified as much as possible but its desti-

nation point should be set with two directions so that novice

players do not feel bored. Fig. 9 is the visualization realized

through directly applying these guidelines to the actual game

level.

Fig. 8(b) is to induce expert players to obtain an increased

amount of visual information while experiencing beat area,

Using Object. Expert players obtain space information, pre-

dicting points where opponents may show up. Therefore, As

shown in ① of Fig. 8(b), we suggest arranging cover with

which opponents can hide at the center of the stairs or plac-

ing a number of objects that hinder expert player’s move-

ment path and diversifying their functions as well. When

stairs are located at the very center of a game level space to

notify expert players of the possibility of meeting opponents

at all times or ladders are arranged on a building’s outer wall

to raise the possibility that both expert players and oppo-

nents use the object, visual and cognitive information that

expert players should obtain can be increased. Fig. 10 is the

visualization realized through directly applying these guide-

lines to the actual game level.

C. Be Attacked

Fig. 11(a) is a design where beat area, Be Attacked, are

placed in the widest space possible with the least interfer-

ence in vision for novice players. The test result demon-

strates that most of novice players have gaze patterns

moving from the center to the right both before and after

combat starts. As novice players are highly inclined to prior-

itize fun from the act of shooting itself in combat, it is nec-

essary to limit the opponents’ actions. Thus, it should be

carefully considered that novice players are not visually

attracted to elements other than opponents. For this purpose,

objects arranged at the center of the view of novice players

should be removed as shown on ① of Fig. 11(a) and the

building’s outer wall on the right side from the center should

be eliminated so that opponents are easy to find. Fig. 12 is

the visualization realized through directly applying these

guidelines to the actual game level.

Fig. 11(b) is a design with multiple visual hindrances in

which predicting the appearance of opponents in beat area:

Be Attacked is made more challenging for expert players.

The test result demonstrates that most expert players’ gaze

patterns instantaneously perceive the center of their view and

identify opponents’ positions pointing away from the center

before combat starts and after the start of combat, they first

perceive and then shoot opponents farthest from the center.

Thus, beat area: Be Attacked including small spaces or a

number of turned passages can make opponents appear out

of nowhere, which can provide expert players with unpre-

dictability when compared to their previous game experi-

ence. To do this, an outer wall with which opponents can

Fig. 8. Game level design for beat area (Using Object): (a) novice and (b)

expert.

Fig. 10. Re-designed game level for expert player in Using Object. 

Fig. 9. Re-designed game level for novice player in Using Object.
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hide should be set up at the center of screen as shown on ①

of Fig. 11(b) and objects that can hinder the player’s view

should be installed as shown on ② of Fig. 11(b) so that oppo-

nents are hard to find. The area is transformed into a gallery,

an elevated area parallel and adjacent to a narrow passageway

which is demonstrated on ③ of Fig. 11(b). It can lengthen the

time needed for expert players to collect gaze information and

raise the possibility of challenging gameplay. Fig. 13 is the

visualization realized through directly applying these guide-

lines to the actual game level.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper derived patterns of eye gaze information from

players with different experience levels (novice and export

group) during FPS gameplay beats (Traverse, Using Object,

Be Attacked) and based on this, suggested guidelines for

level design in FPS games. To do this, the study (1) tracked

logged data of player actions on a typical FSP game level

and distinguished beat areas where play actions associated

with gameplay beats were active; (2) classified test partici-

pants into two groups with their play experience level

through pilot testing; and (3) collected eye gaze information

data using an eye-tracking system via repeated play tests on

10 participants in each beat area. The result demonstrated

distinctive differences in the pattern of eye gaze information

between the novice and expert groups. This empirical exper-

iment method and result can be used as concrete data to

draw guidelines for FPS game level design, lessen repetitive

modification work for game level design, and consequently

be utilized for optimizing game level settings in accordance

with the developer’s intention. Future works will be con-

ducted to validate the revised game level with player testing.
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